CS3STHLM Newsletter December 2020
Hohoho!
When you read this Stockholm has passed the winter solstice (Mo 21 Dec 11.02 local time) and
is finally going in the right direction! At least regarding daylight time, which with Sweden’s zero
hours of visible sun should not be too hard to achieve J. We are also near the holidays, which
we would like to celebrate by giving you all a gift!
Ross Andersons’s presentation on the CS3STHLM YouTube channel!
The keynote presentation from CS3STHLM 2020 has been uploaded to our YouTube channel.
The keynote was given by the inspirational Ross J Anderson, Professor of Security Engineering
at the Department of Computer Science and Technology, at the University of Cambridge. So we
wish you all a Happy Hogmanay with this link to the presentation:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jX2CoZkz8J4
Many of you might have heard of the ongoing SUNBURST/SOLORIGATE
incident. This is a major incident and the impact grows while the
investigations uncover more and more TTP's, victims and other info. Many
of CS3sthlm alumni has been active in covering this, done in-depth
analysis or helpt creating tools to do post mortem analysis. Here are
some of them:
* Joe Slowik has a great text at the Domaintools blog https://www.domaintools.com/resources/blog/continuous-eruption-further-analysis-of-thesolarwinds-supply-incident
* Kim Zetter has covered several things including early signs https://news.yahoo.com/hackers-last-year-conducted-a-dry-run-of-solar-winds-breach215232815.html
* Erik Hjelmvik has a tool to reassemble victim data https://www.netresec.com/?page=Blog&month=2020-12&post=Reassembling-VictimDomain-Fragments-from-SUNBURST-DNS
* Rob M. Lee of Dragos has been interviewed multiple times, for example
for CBS new - https://twitter.com/i/status/1339720071946625033
CS3STHLM 2020 Video on Demand tickets are for sale!
The ticket price is EUR 299 (including Swedish VAT 25%) and it gives you access to all
presentations from the October event to watch whenever it suits you the best.
Furthermore, when buying the CS3STHLM 2020 VoD service you will be granted the purchase
amount as a discount on next year’s Summit, be it physical or digital – or both!
This link will get you to the registration page:
https://vod.cs3sthlm.com/

The CS3STHLM 2020 presentations will not be available on YouTube as they usually are.
Except for Ross Anderson, as said above!
Best wishes from the CS3STHLM crew

